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'^'^'^'"''^ «' ^^'^' Moths, are .sported
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'^'''"''"^ ^-^^^--otive to garden and root crops, butalso attack-ing truit trees and plants and grain crops.

size
7';7;77"y'^'*^--t«P--s of this family, and the parent moths vary greatly in«..e form and colounng. Most of th.n are dull coloured, with obscure markings' Ld fly at
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"""«,""°°^h- ^""-t ""ked, g..ayish or brownish caterpillars, of some dullshade of colour s„n.lar to the ground in which they usually hide during the day. They a e
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Crswen ^\ T "'^'"^ P"'"'''^ '''^'' ^h-«« their habits and feed by
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^'' '' '''' '''''' ^'" °^*^» '- ^"""^1 distributed all over the plants uponwh.ch they living, or in holes which they have eaten in tomatoes, carrots, cabbagete fIheeggsfromw.tich cutworms hatch are l«i<l )., \
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'"'"'"' '"""^ '" ""' "" ''*^"' '"'^^ '""' *^^*^« ^"^ ''-'^-are attacked m their young shoots, foliage and fruit.

but in?'
'"'!"''"?.'"''''"''' ""^ remedies are recommended against these destructive pests"t^;:i;r::r::r
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(M Preventive measures.-Clean culture by which all vegetation possible is removed
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(2.) The banding or wrapping of the stems of freshly set out plants with rings of heavypaper or tin. as cutworms are unable to climb over smooth sm-faces
^

with t^
''"""'"^ '": caterpillars with the following mixture is an excellent way of dealingu :th them in spring and early summer : One pound of Paris green to oO lbs. of bran ].i Ik.ng the mixture it is advisable to dampen the bran slightly with water containing attll;!^'adding the Paris green gradually and stirring thoroughly together. If it is desired to usXmixture wet add more sugar and water hiif i.„ffo.. i<- ,
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^.y Of distributing this poisoned 1^^ ^t^il^^^ ^Inis^:^:"::o a combined hand wheel hoe and seed drill. The seed-box should be miedt"h LLixZand lines of It dropped along the rows, close to the crop to be protected, in shallow ZtsStian e as It n^
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'''' ""''*"^^ ^^'^^^^ ^° ^^ ^^^--^ ^^ ^^e cutworms to living pTanTs
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'" ""^' """^^^^«' '^« '""^y ^° periodically, and have assumedthe day-feeding habit and are found distributed over thesurfaceof plants indiscrimTnir^e
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